The current American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging system for oral cancer demonstrates wide prognostic variability within each primary tumor stage and provides suboptimal staging and prognostic information for some patients.
these proposals have not been adopted by the AJCC.
The primary aim of this study was to develop a modified staging system for oral SCC that integrates DOI into the T categories. Our secondary aims were 2-fold: we aimed (1) to determine if there is significant heterogeneity between institutions in terms of the prognostic impact of DOI in view of the variable definitions used by previous authors 19 and (2) to compare the prognostic performance of our modified system with the current AJCC T categories as well as previously proposed modifications based on DOI or thickness.
Methods

Study Population
This international multicenter retrospective study included pooled individual patient data from 11 participating comprehensive cancer centers worldwide, treated between 1990 and 2011. Ethical approval was obtained from local institutional review board committees of the 11 participating centers. Patients with histologically confirmed oral SCC undergoing surgical resection of the primary tumor and neck dissection with curative intent were candidates for inclusion. We identified 3781 patients as candidates for inclusion in the study. We excluded cases if they had received neoadjuvant therapy (n = 22), were younger than 20 years (n = 5), experienced perioperative mortality (n = 16), or had inadequate information to determine primary DOI (n = 581), pathological T (pT) category (n = 0), or pathological N (pN) category (n = 8). The final study population consisted of 3149 patients ( Table 1) .
Histopathological Analysis
Although many authors use the terms thickness and depth of invasion synonymously, they are not the same, and a distinction should be made. 19, 20 Tumor thickness was defined according to the definition proposed by Moore et al, 20 which extends from the level of adjacent normal mucosa to the deepest point of tumor invasion. In contrast, DOI is considered to be the extent of invasion below the epithelial basement enous group in this respect, we assumed some heterogeneity in view of the extended study period as well as the number of involved institutions and pathologists. Hence, we elected to determine if significant between-center heterogeneity exists in regard to the clinical impact of DOI, which may reflect centerspecific definitions and measurement techniques.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using Stata version 12.0 SE (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas). All statistics were 2-sided, and P < .05 was considered statistically significant. The clinical end points of interest were overall survival (OS) and disease-specific survival (DSS). Overall survival was calculated from the date of surgery to the date of death or last follow-up visit. For DSS, patients who died from causes other than oral SCC were censored at the time of death. We first sought to determine if DOI provides significant prognostic information beyond pT and pN categories in multivariable-adjusted models. Depth of invasion was analyzed as a continuous variable after logarithmic transformation because the distribution was right skewed. Multivariable analyses were performed using Cox proportional hazard models, stratified by study center and adjusted for pT category (T1, T2, T3, T4), pN category (N0, N1, N2a, N2b, N2c, N3), time period of primary treatment (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) , and adjuvant radiotherapy (minimally adjusted model). A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine whether additional adjustment for age, sex, extracapsular spread, and margin status affected the results (fully adjusted model).
Next, we used a 2-stage random effects modeling approach to investigate for the presence of heterogeneity between institutions in terms of the prognostic impact of DOI. 21 This was performed for both minimally and fully adjusted models. At the first stage, the effect of DOI on DSS was determined for each center using adjusted Cox regression models. In the second stage of analysis, the center-specific estimates were introduced into the random effects model of DerSimonian and Laird, which allows for unexplained sources of heterogeneity. 22 Heterogeneity across centers was assessed using the Cochran Q test (P < .10 was considered statistically significant, given that the test has limited power) and quantified using the I 2 measure (the percentage of total variation across centers attributable to heterogeneity rather than chance). 23 We then performed exploratory analyses to identify optimal cutpoints for DOI with an a priori decision to dichotomize the variable in the interests of developing a parsimonious staging system. This analysis excluded 112 patients with pT4 disease who had primary tumors less than 5 mm thick, assuming these were largely advanced primary tumors with bone invasion, in which the DOI obtained from the soft-tissue component may provide a misleading underestimate of thickness. Although these patients were excluded in the model development stage, they were included in later analyses evaluating and comparing the prognostic performance of staging systems. Optimal cutpoints were identified for each T category in multivariable models stratified by study center. The best-fitting model including DOI was identified using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), which takes into account how well the model fits the data with penalties for model complexity. 24 This was then compared with the baseline model using a likelihood ratio test to determine whether the addition of DOI improved model fit.
On the basis of the results of exploratory analyses, 5 candidate primary tumor staging systems were evaluated using the AIC, the Harrel concordance index (C-index), and visual inspection for stratification into distinct prognostic categories. The C-index provides a measure of model discrimination, with a value of 1 indicating perfect prediction, while 0.5 is equivalent to the toss of a coin. 25 Discrimination is the ability of a model to distinguish individuals who experience the outcome from those who remain event free. For a prognostic model, the C-index is the chance that given 2 individuals, one who will develop the event of interest and one who will remain event free, the prediction model will assign a higher probability of an event to the former. Because predictive models perform better in the data from which they were derived than on external data, we performed bootstrap resampling to obtain a bias-corrected C statistic, hence providing a more accurate estimate of model performance in other populations. 26 This method of internal validation was chosen over others, such as split-sample modeling, because bootstrap resampling techniques have been shown to produce stable and nearly unbiased estimates of predictive accuracy with better efficiency than other methods, particularly in large samples. 26 For this purpose, 200 random bootstrap samples with replacement, and of the same size as the original sample, were drawn from the original data set consisting of all patients. Sensitivity analyses were performed repeating the bootstrap taking into account clustering by study institution to ensure consistent results. 27 The most precise prognostic staging system was chosen for comparison with the current AJCC staging system, as well as previously proposed modifications of T staging based on DOI by Howaldt et al 10 and Yuen et al. 9 To establish whether observed differences in the C-index were statistically significant a bootstrapped 95% CI, and P value was generated for the difference in C-index using the SOMERSD package in Stata.
Results
Patient Demographics
The study population consisted of 3149 patients with oral SCC, treated at 11 participating tertiary cancer centers from 8 countries. There were 2074 men and 1075 women, with a median age of 53 years (range, 20-93 years) and median follow-up of 40 months. A summary of relevant demographic and clinicopathological details is provided in Table 1 .
Primary DOI
The mean and median DOI were 12.9 mm and 10.0 mm, respectively. As given in Table 2 , there was a statistically significant association between increasing DOI and more advanced disease, including higher pT category (P < .001) and pN category (P < .001), extracapsular spread (P < .001), and involved margins (P < .001). A wide range of median DOI was noted based on pT categories: 5 mm in pT1; 9 mm in pT2; 13.5 mm in pT3; and 15 mm in pT4 tumors. A significant association was also noted with the use and type of adjuvant therapy (P < .001). Finally, the median DOI differed significantly by treating institution, ranging from 7 to 12 mm (P < .001).
Model Development
The 5-year DSS for the cohort was 76.0% (95% CI, 74.1%-77.8%), with 569 deaths due to oral SCC. Multivariable analysis showed a statistically significant association between the log-transformed DOI (hazard ratio [HR], 1.31; 95% CI, 1.13-1.51) (P < .001) and DSS, after adjusting for pT category, pN category, adjuvant therapy, and time of treatment ( Table 3) . A sensitivity analysis confirmed that the results were robust to additional adjustment for age, sex, extracapsular spread, and margin status (Table 3) . Importantly, pT category remained an important predictor of DSS in the presence of information on DOI (P < .001), suggesting that these 2 variables provide complementary prognostic information. In support of this hypothesis, we compared the minimally adjusted model with and without DOI and found significant improvement in model fit with the inclusion of DOI (P < .001). Finally, a 2-stage random effects meta-analysis confirmed that there was no evidence of between-center heterogeneity in the prognostic impact of DOI in both minimally adjusted (I 2 = 16.2%; P = .30) and fully adjusted models (I 2 = 6.3%; P = .38).
We proceeded to identify optimal cutpoints for dichotomizing DOI separately for each T category, using adjusted Cox regression models stratified by study center. Based on the AIC, the optimal cutpoints were less than 5 mm vs 5 mm or greater in pT category I disease and less than 10 mm vs 10 mm or greater in pT category II, III, and IV disease. The inclusion of the category-specific DOI variable significantly improved model fit for pT1 (P = .01), pT2 (P = .001), and pT3 (P = .004) but not pT4 (P = .11). Figure 1 demonstrates Kaplan-Meier plots of cumulative risk of disease-specific failure according to DOI and pT category.
On the basis of the results of these exploratory analyses, 5 candidate staging systems were devised for assessment as described in Table 4 and shown in Figure 2 . Model 1 was a simple model using DOI alone to define T1-3 categories and performed poorly compared with the other candidate models ( Figure 2B ). This was consistent with our earlier findings suggesting that AJCC T staging provides additional complementary information and cannot be replaced by DOI. Model 2 performed poorly at differentiating between T1 and T2 categories ( Figure 2C ). This resulted from the increased hazard associated with combining all thin (<5 mm) tumors smaller than 4 cm into T1. Models 3 and 5 were designed to further stratify early tumors; however, there was considerable overlap in 95% CIs for T1a, T1b, and T2 categories in these models as shown in Figure 2D and F. Of the candidate staging systems, model 4 ( Figure 2E ) was preferred based on a combination of the AIC, C-index, stratification of patients into distinct prognostic groups with fairly evenly separation, minimal overlap of 95% CIs, and parsimony.
As shown in Figure 2A , the current AJCC staging system performed poorly in regard to discrimination and stratification of T3 and T4 disease. On the basis of the lower AIC, visual inspection of Kaplan-Meier curves, and statistically significant improvement in bootstrapped comparisons of the C-index (P = .007), model 4 outperformed the AJCC stage. The 5-year disease-specific mortality rate based on model 4 was 4% for T1, 13% for T2, 24% for T3, and 37% for T4 disease. In contrast, the 5-year disease-specific mortality based on the AJCC was 8% for T1, 18% for T2, 35% for T3, and 34% for T4 disease. Radiotherapy + cetuximabstage). Model 4 was more informative based on the lower AIC and stratification into more distinct prognostic categories. In addition, model 4 had the highest C-index, with the difference statistically significant for both Howaldt 10 (P = .01) and Yuen 9 (P < .001) stages on bootstrapped comparison. As shown in Figure 3 , our proposed model was also superior when the end point was OS. Again, the bootstrapped C-index was significantly higher than for AJCC stage (P < .001), Howaldt stage (P < .001), and Yuen stage (P < .001). Table 5 summarizes changes in the T category comparing the AJCC system vs our proposed system based on model 4. The T category was unchanged in 58.1% of patients, upstaged in 32.5%, and downstaged in 9.4%. Specifically, 62.8% of patients with T1 disease were upstaged to T2 based on a DOI of 5 mm or greater, 46.8% of patients with T2 disease were upstaged to T3 based on a DOI of 10 mm or greater, and 71.9% of patients with T3 disease were upstaged to T4 based on a DOI of 10 mm or greater. Finally, 22.4% of patients with T4 disease were downstaged based on a DOI less than 10 mm.
Discussion
The AJCC primary tumor staging for oral SCC has remained essentially unchanged since it was first published in 1977. 1 Although the simplicity and consistency across subsites of the existing AJCC system promotes clinical utility, the prognostic performance is suboptimal in many patients, which may reflect the substantial changes in management of oral SCC in the last 4 decades. This has led to numerous proposed modifications of the staging system based on a variety of clinicopathological factors including DOI, 9, 10 which is now well established as an independent predictor of recurrence and survival in oral SCC. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] In the present study, when patients were restaged with a modification of the current AJCC staging system that incorporates DOI, we observed improved discrimination between T categories with respect to both DSS and OS.
In agreement with other studies, we found that DOI is an independent predictor of DSS in multivariable analyses. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Importantly, the association between pathological T cat- egory and DSS remained significant after controlling for DOI, suggesting that they provide complementary information. On the basis of the results from exploratory analyses to identify optimal cutpoints for DOI, we generated 5 candidate staging systems that modify the existing AJCC T category by incorporating DOI. Because of the lower AIC, higher C-index, excellent stratification into distinct prognostic categories with regard to DSS, and relative simplicity, we selected model 4 (Table 4) . Comparisons with the current AJCC primary tumor staging and the proposed staging systems of Howaldt et al 10 and Yuen et al 9 suggested that our model provides improved prognostic stratification and discrimination.
The tremendous variability and frequent lack of clarity in the literature regarding the exact definitions of tumor thickness vs DOI is an important issue. 19, 28 However, the difference between the line of the epithelial basement membrane (used to measure DOI) and the surrounding healthy mucosa (most commonly used to measure tumor thickness) is often more theoretical than practical because of the limited thickness of healthy epithelium. 19 Hence, rather than restricting the analysis, we assumed that heterogeneity between centers was unavoidable in view of the extended period of the study as well as the number of involved institutions and pathologists. We hypothesized that these differences would not translate into clinically relevant differences in the prognostic impact of DOI or tumor thickness. Our hypothesis was confirmed using a 2-staged random effects meta-analysis demonstrating minimal between-center heterogeneity in this respect. This, along with the large sample size of individual patient data from 11 international cancer centers, demonstrates that the proposed staging system should be generalizable to clinical practice irrespective of institutional variability. However, if DOI is to be introduced into the staging system, it is important to reach consensus among institutions regarding a precise definition and measurement technique because the difference may be important in selected circumstances and individual patients. For example, if thickness is measured from the tumor surface, rather than adja- 19 Similarly, measurement from the base of deeply ulcerative lesions may underestimate DOI. 19 While an argument can be made for including other histopathological features such as perineural or lymphovascular invasion in a modified staging system, there is considerable 
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Tumor ≤20 mm in greatest dimension, DOI ≤5 mm T2 Tumor ≤20 mm in greatest dimension, DOI >5 mm but ≤20 mm or Tumor >20 mm in greatest dimension, DOI ≤5 mm T3 Tumor ≤20 mm in greatest dimension, DOI >20 mm or tumor >20 mm but ≤40 mm in greatest dimension, DOI >5 mm but ≤20 mm or tumor >40 mm in greatest dimension, DOI >5 mm but ≤10 mm T4 Tumor >20 mm in greatest dimension, DOI >20 mm or tumor >40 mm in greatest dimension, DOI >10 mm T1  T3  T2  T4   T1  T3  T2  T4   T1  T3  T2  T4  T1  T3  T2  T4   T1  T3  T2  T4  T1  T3  T2  T4   T1b  T1a  T3  T2  T4   T1b  T1a  T3  T2 correlation between DOI and other adverse features, making their inclusion overly complicated without introducing sufficient additional prognostic information. Furthermore, thickness can be assessed clinically with the use imaging modalities such as ultrasonography and magnetic resonance imaging. [29] [30] [31] Another issue that requires further study is the use of DOI information for staging in tumors of the alveolar ridge and hard palate with underlying bone. We were unable to study this further owing to a lack of data on bone invasion and hence an inability to determine which patients were staged pT4 on this basis vs other features such as invasion of extrinsic tongue musculature or facial skin. There is some evidence to suggest that the prognosis of T4 tumors with bone invasion varies substantially according to tumor size, and small primary tumors with bone invasion are associated with a relatively favorable prognosis that does not warrant T4 classification. 32, 33 Further study is required to confirm whether incorporation of DOI data is necessary for tumors in these subsites, particularly after reclassification of tumors with bone invasion based on consideration of tumor size. This study has several limitations. First, it was performed using a combination of prospectively and retrospectively collected data, and treatment was not assigned in a randomized fashion. Second, despite internal validation by bootstrapping, validation using an external cohort remains a critical step before considering implementation in clinical practice. Third, there is likely to be variability among institutions over the extended period of the study in terms of pathology protocols used to assess DOI and interobserver variability among pathologists. Fourth, we lacked tumor subsite data and cannot exclude the possibility that critical values of thickness may differ between subsites. 34 Finally, our study population was limited to patients undergoing neck dissection, and therefore patients undergoing resection of the oral cavity primary tumor alone could not be assessed. However, the majority of these cases will be thin (<5 mm) T1 primary tumors, and 28 we anticipate that their inclusion will improve our proposed model's performance. T1  T3  T2  T4   T1  T3  T2  T4   T1  T3  T2  T4   T1  T3  T2  T4 0 A, American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) T categories; B, our proposed T categories based on model 4; C, T stages proposed by Howaldt et al 10 ; and D, T stages proposed by Yuen et al. 9 Dashed lines indicate 95% CI.
